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1. Identify key beneficial uses and key areas;
2. Conduct assessments;
3. Set priorities;
4. Set measurable goals;
5. Realign work;
6. Track progress; and
7. Periodically reevaluate priorities.

The Strategy’s seven iterative steps to ensure our Bay work is 
aligned with the most important goals and highest priorities:



Key Beneficial Uses

Key beneficial uses of the Bay are:
1. Water recreation; contact and non-contact
2. Human consumption of fish and shellfish; and
3. Habitats and ecosystems. 

Key beneficial uses are categories of water quality-
dependent uses that are most critical to consider.



Status Update
1. Fish and Shellfish 

Consumption

2. Contact Water Recreation

3. Non-Contact Water 
Recreation

4. Ecosystem Health

1. Identify key beneficial 
uses & key areas;

2. Conduct assessments;
3. Set priorities;
4. Set goals;
5. Realign work;
6. Track progress; and
7. Reevaluate priorities.

Strategy Steps



Monitoring & Assessment Framework
Conditions Monitoring: M1

Stressor Identification: M2

Source Identification: M3

Performance Monitoring: M4

Protect!

1. Identify key BUs & key 
areas;

2. Conduct assessments;
3. Set priorities;
4. Set goals;
5. Realign work;
6. Track progress; and
7. Reevaluate priorities.



Bay Unified Monitoring

Fish and Shellfish 
Consumption

• M1
• M2
• M3
• M4

Recreation
• M1
• M2
• M3
• M4

Habitats & 
Ecosystems

• M1
• M2
• M3
• M4

Stakeholders = 
regulators, dischargers, monitoring agencies, & NGOs



2017 Objectives
1. Assemble FSC Workgroup
2. Develop M1 Monitoring Plan
3. Discuss Implementation 

Framework



1. Engage stakeholders;
2. Memorialize FSC monitoring;
3. Revise permits as necessary;
4. Repeat effort for Recreation and 

Ecosystem Health
5. Evolve M2-M4 through Stakeholder 

Groups

Next Steps- long term





Assessing the REC-2 Beneficial Use 
in (& around) San Diego Bay

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A status update…



What We’ll Cover

•What’s REC-2 & major challenges to monitoring?

•Examples of existing data sources in SD Bay, & 
insights gained

•New resources available for REC-2 monitoring

 help inform how to craft unified monitoring program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Keep it high-level in the intro: Just doing broad strokes right now to get a general idea about information out there and maybe some insights. The stakeholders for the eventual program will delve in deeper where neededUltimate goal is no trash (at least not affecting BUs)… How do we accomplish that (can cite resources from the workshop and resulting guidance materials)?Monitoring is required to track progress toward achieving goals and see what’s working and what’s not. What’s being presented today represents what we currently know and will hopefully help us begin to strategize for eventual long-term, unified monitoring to quantify the trash problem and implement and test abatement strategies. They’re like a bunch of somewhat disparate vignettes representing the efforts of multiple parties with a stake in the Bay, using different methods to answer related questions. This is a challenging topic to work on, and in most cases, there are limitations to the degree to which conclusions can be reached, but nonetheless, results can help us understand how to develop the future program.Challenges include the fact that there’s currently no “regulatory bright line” for levels of trash, and still many unanswered questions (which will be detailed and pointed out as we go through the presentation).Highlight throughout the talk how the example studies both reveal challenges and help us ID solutionsGet familiar with:recent/current magnitude “REC-2 problem”who the stakeholders arewhat resources are already in placeGain insights into what does/doesn’t work:inform how to craft unified monitoring program



What is the REC-2 Beneficial Use?
Non-contact Water Recreation (REC-2): uses of water for 
recreational activities involving proximity to water, but not 
normally involving body contact with water, where ingestion 
of water is reasonably possible. 

• picnicking
• sunbathing
• hiking
• beachcombing
• camping
• boating
• tidepool & 
marine life 
study

• hunting
• sightseeing
• aesthetic 
enjoyment in 
conjunction 
with the 
above 
activities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mention Basin Plan also has narrative objective for floating material, and provide the definition of “nuisance”



What is the REC-2 Beneficial Use?
Non-contact Water Recreation (REC-2): uses of water for 
recreational activities involving proximity to water, but not 
normally involving body contact with water, where ingestion 
of water is reasonably possible. 

• picnicking
• sunbathing
• hiking
• beachcombing
• camping
• boating
• tidepool & 
marine life 
study

• hunting
• sightseeing
• aesthetic 
enjoyment in 
conjunction 
with the 
above 
activities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s not about whether you can get sick from ingesting/touching the water (that’s REC-1’s job), but rather about aesthetic enjoyment, which entails visual and olfactory effects on the recreator



Examples of Stressors to REC-2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Emphasize that trash was selected as our focus because it’s probably the biggest overall threat to REC-2, and also a lot of data, from varied sources, was available and hasn’t been looked at in any other contexts yet (e.g., we already looked at bacterial levels during the REC-1 assessment). Can note also that trash is important b/c it’s related to other BUs, too, like ecosystem health and potential fish/shellfish consumption (due to transport of contaminants that can biomagnify)Note: fecal coliforms objective For Non-contact Recreation: In waters designated for non-contact recreation (REC-2) and not designated for contact recreation (REC-1), the average fecal coliform concentrations for any 30-day period, shall not exceed 2,000 organisms per 100 ml nor shall more than 10 percent of samples collected during any 30-day period exceed 4,000 organisms per 100 ml. Focus on trash partly due to data availability, and partly due to our perception of how relevant it is



Trash can harm wildlife, too
…but that’s not our topic today 
(to be addressed next round)

photo: Algalita

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SDB very important for wildlife habitat, and trash affects wildlife in many ways (entanglement, blocking alimentary, transport of toxins…), but that’s our focus for next year. Will include ocean-bottom sediment trash (e.g., Bight, RHMP), when we look at SDB ecosystem health next year



Challenges to Monitoring Trash for REC-2
• Trash presents a unique situation: 

• widespread effects: everyone can be directly affected by it
• diffuse sources: everyone can contribute to it 

• can move through environment by water, but also by wind

• Unclear how to best quantify (& standardize effort, & classify…)
• count
• weight
• volume
• other?

• Unclear how to best set targets/determine attainment
• What is an acceptable level of trash?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lack of a numeric objective will make determining REC-2 attainment difficult – will R9 make its own objectives?



Potential Sources –
some pretty tough to control…

inadequate 
waste 
management

homeless 
encampments

dumping
littering 
(onshore &
offshore)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mention that SD Bay used to be the dump for the City and various industries in the Bay (until the 50s or 60s); see historical report on desktop



Challenges to Monitoring Trash for REC-2
• Trash presents a unique situation: 

• widespread effects: everyone can be directly affected by it
• diffuse sources: everyone can contribute to it 

• can move through environment by water, but also by wind

• Unclear how to best quantify (& standardize effort, & classify…)
• count
• weight
• volume
• other?

• Unclear how to best set targets/determine attainment
• What is an acceptable level of trash?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Standardization is key for making comparisons (IDing hotspots, doing trends analysis, testing the success of institutional measures at reducing trash: bans, street sweeping, etc.)If we want to make any sort of comparisons (e.g., over time, to get trends, between places to determine hot spots, or before and after implementation of institutional measures (i.e., street sweeping or bag bans), we need to standardize trash measures—very challenging, but necessary! Remind audience about limits of interpretability of a lot of the existing data sources. Standardization is critical for M1 vs. M4Mention SWAMP trash protocol and how we have some tools we have been able to begin testing (and perhaps refining, as well)



Worth Remembering…
• Ultimate goal: reduce trash levels to 
where they don’t impact beneficial uses

• Monitoring is but a tool to determine 
whether our efforts are succeeding… 
and, if not, to help us understand what 
needs to change

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Keep it high-level in the intro: Ultimate goal is no trash (at least not affecting BUs)… How do we accomplish that (can cite resources from the workshop and resulting guidance materials)?Monitoring is required to track progress toward achieving goals and see what’s working and what’s not. What’s being presented today represents what we currently know and will hopefully help us begin to strategize for eventual long-term, unified monitoring to quantify the trash problem and implement and test abatement strategies. They’re like a bunch of somewhat disparate vignettes representing the efforts of multiple parties with a stake in the Bay, using different methods to answer related questions. This is a challenging topic to work on, and in most cases, there are limitations to the degree to which conclusions can be reached, but nonetheless, results can help us understand how to develop the future program.Challenges include the fact that there’s currently no “regulatory bright line” for levels of trash, and still many unanswered questions (which will be detailed and pointed out as we go through the presentation).Highlight throughout the talk how the example studies both reveal challenges and help us ID solutionsGet familiar with:recent/current magnitude “REC-2 problem”who the stakeholders arewhat resources are already in placeGain insights into what does/doesn’t work:inform how to craft unified monitoring program



Examples of Recent/Current Trash Monitoring 
in San Diego Bay/Watershed

• Citizen monitoring
• I love a Clean San Diego
• Ocean Conservancy
• San Diego Coastkeeper

• Research
• San Diego Water Board
• Amec Foster Wheeler
• SCCWRP
• Sea Grant

• Regulatory (co-
permittees)/Institutional

• Port of San Diego
• Port Tenants Association
• Navy
• Cities of 

• San Diego
• Chula Vista
• National City
• Imperial Beach

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can’t promise this is exhaustive!No easy answers for dealing with the challenges, but by looking at what data are available and learning what has and hasn’t worked for others, we can make progress on developing a program to effectively monitoring trash; I’m going to highlight just a few examples today, insomuch as they provide some insights that can help us move forward (e.g., what monitoring approaches look like they work well for our purposes, and where hot spots are)Refuse Study is an appendix in the back of the first SDB WMA WQIP report I got from Christina



Goals:
• Complete 1st comprehensive survey of plastic trash in 
Bay/watershed receiving waters (Apr 2014 – Oct 2016)

• Establish a baseline to assess against future changes

• Assist municipalities in prioritizing locations for future 
trash controls

San Diego Bay Debris Study 



Debris Study Questions

• (Status) How do the quantities and types of debris in 
different habitats vary during dry and wet season?

• (Transport) What types of riverine debris do wet 
weather flows transport to the bay?

• (Fate) What species caught in the bay has ingested 
plastic pieces? […will discuss in ecosystem assessment]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Will say a little bit about data from the intertidal zone, Bay surface water, and tributaries to the Bay



Debris Study Sampling Locations

Hot spots:
• 5/29 sites in rivers 

(58% of trash 
abundance)

• 16/71 sites in 
intertidal (14 of 
which were 
mudflat and 
saltmarsh habitat –
80% of trash 
abundance)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1/6, 1/5Show hotspots on map?



Debris Study Intertidal Trash Survey Method

Photo: Amec Foster Wheeler

• Select sites (probabilistically) 
in sandy beaches, 
mudflat/saltmash, & riprap

• Set up 2 side-by-side transects 
at each site: 30m x 5m

• Count/volume all “macro-
debris” (>25cm) within transect 

• Count/volume all “meso-
debris” (25 cm - 4.75 mm) 
within 5, 1m2 plots (objectively 
selected) per transect

…based on NOAA Shoreline Survey Method

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Keep in mind how the data were collected in order to understand next data slide



Extent of  SD 
Bay Intertidal 
Area Covered 
by ≥1 Plastic 
Pieces (meso- + 
macro-debris; 
micro-debris not 
included in 
estimates)

Trash Characterization within SDB Intertidal Zone
pre- vs. post-storm
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In any habitat surveyed, debris was present in more than 70% of habitat wrack linesTotal abundance of plastic debris in San Diego Bay is greater than 20.4 million (±7.4 million) plastic pieces*Most of the plastic debris was concentrated in only a few sitesNot only did mudflat have the greatest extent (shown) but also the greatest magnitude, and beach magnitude was also lowestQualify that there may be a way to get more resolution and be more informative (rather than ending up with a conclusion that “practically the whole Bay” is trashed), e.g., by using smaller grid sizes or less draconian means for scoring the presence of trash within a quadrat. The way it was done, it seems like even sparse trash, as long as it’s fairly homogenously distributed, would result in probability results that look like this (and therefore the results are not very informative)



Water surface 30-min. 
trash trawls (Loflen, 
Nagoda, & Woodward)

Trawl transectsSDB Debris Study: 
Surface Trawls
•~1,000 m transects w/ manta trawl
•1x sampling each, dry + wet weather

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trawl locations were selected randomly within 4 strata: open ocean, north, central, and south Bay



Volume = icon diameter

Dry weight = icon color:
low high

dry weather – wet weather –

Floating Trash – Volume & Weight Results

trawl 
transect

•100% of surface-water trawls 
contained micro-plastics 
(<4.75 mm) = dominant size 
class (95% of counts)

•Aggregate weight tracked 
aggregate volume of debris

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good correspondence between weight and volume (just mention the relationship between dot size and color) – suggests that when focusing on the limited category of “floating trash”, units may not make such a big difference, and as such, it may be sufficient to look at only one way of measuring trash, for this “habitat type”Micro debris very important for wildlife (esp. fish)



dry weather – wet weather –

seasonal 
hot spots?

Floating Trash – Volume & Weight Results

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some possible, seasonally distinct hot spots evident (exercise caution when generalizing, since only 1 round of data collection in each season…)



Trash Characterization in Chollas Creek
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Point things out for color-blind audience membersBecause of new trash provisions, City of SD commissioned Amec FW to see if they could tell whether pilot trash controls could be associated with trash-level improvements in the Creek. So, in May/June 2014, conducted RTA (quantitative survey) at 30 sites within the creek. Was nearly impossible to count all the trash using that protocol, and took forever. So they also did a Visual Assessment Survey for comparison. Involved walking from Thalweg to embankment 



San Diego Bay Debris Study 

https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/sandiego/water_issues/
programs/sdbay_strategy/doc/FINAL_San_Diego_Bay_Deb
ris_Study_Oct2016.pdf

https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/sandiego/water_issues/programs/sdbay_strategy/doc/FINAL_San_Diego_Bay_Debris_Study_Oct2016.pdf


Trash: A Priority Stressor
in the San Diego Bay Water Quality Improvement Plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trash is a baseline required monitoring element for the MS4 permitTrash has been named in the SDB WMA WQIP as a priority stressor for both SW and Otay Hus (meaning they have to establish numeric goals and also have a set schedule for progress because it’s deemed a priority; trash is also on the 303(d) list for ChollasThere’s no street sweeping requirement, per se, but co-permittees are required to keep the MS4 trash-free to the Maximum Extent PracticableOutfall Monitoring Program / WQIP 



Port of San Diego outfall and 
receiving water monitoring: 
# of pieces of trash
Rating Description (# of pieces)

None No trash visible

Optimal On first glance, no trash visible. Little or no trash (1-10 pieces) evident when evaluated area is 
closely examined for litter and debris.  

Suboptimal On first glance, little or no trash visible. After close inspection small levels of trash (~10-50 pieces) 
evident in evaluated area. 

Marginal Trash is evident in low to medium levels (~51-100 pieces) on first glance. Evaluated area contains 
litter and debris. Evidence of site being used by people: scattered cans, bottles, food wrappers, 
blankets, or clothing present. 

Submarginal Trash distracts the eye on first glance. Evaluated area contains substantial levels of litter and debris  
(>100- 400). Evidence of site being used frequently by people: many cans, bottles, food wrappers, 
blankets, or clothing present.   

Poor Site is significantly impacted by trash.  Evidence of trash accumulation behind a constriction point 
or evidence of excessive dumping.  Evaluated area contains substantial levels of litter and debris 
(>400 pieces). 



Courtesy of:

Pie slices = % site 
visits, 2013 to present

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NOTE: similar hotspots to Chad’s study! Also spell out for color blindOutfall monitoring involved looking either just within the MS4 outfall itself, or the receiving water (RW), or both (depending upon what could be accessed/examined); RW monitoring looked at 10’ of riprap on either site of the outfall (for the full width of the rip-rap from upland to where it drops into the ocean – no predefined depth limit for underwater); overland was done if they couldn’t look at the other two, for whatever reason, and involved just basically in the vicinity of the outfall (i.e., no predefined assessment area, though sounds like it was similar in breadth to the distance used for RW). It depended upon the location/configuration of each specific outfall whether they looked inside the outfall, in the rip-rap (RW), or the overland.Structural condition was just the condition of the outfall itself (for their own use—not for anything regulatory)They didn’t attempt to select only for trash that may have come from the MS4 (would be hard to tell). They just scored any trash in the indicated area, period.Monitoring was largely focused on dry-weather (only a couple of visits occurred <72h post rain.For some outfalls (i.e., that are completely inundated at high tide), the planned their visits to occur at low tide, for optimal visibility; also tried to space visits out seasonally (not having visits too close together in time)Did not clean up trash following observations (was not part of the protocol), but it’s unlikely that residual trash from previous assessments would still be in place for subsequent, because of long periods between visits and tidal influences + wind moving trash around.



Pie slices = % site 
visits, 2013 to present



Pie slices = % site 
visits, 2013 to present



Pie slices = % site 
visits, 2013 to present



Pie slices = % site 
visits, 2013 to present



Pie slices = % site 
visits, 2013 to present

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Similar hotspots to where Chad’s study indicated



• San Diego Bay & shoreline 
• summertime, yearly
• volunteers (civilian, military) 
onshore, & Harbor Police 
divers

• sponsored by:
o San Diego Port Tenants 

Association (SDPTA)
o Port of San Diego
o Navy Region Southwest
o SDG&E
o US Coast Guard Sector San 

Diego
o EDCO Disposal
o dozens of SDPTA member 

businessesphoto: SDPTA
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
From an “en masse” perspective, anyway, a decrease is suggested in recent years, perhaps due in part to the cumulative effects of past cleanups, but we won’t make much of the potential “trends” in the data, as they are not normalized in any way, and reflect somewhat different parts of the Bay. Nonetheless, still gives an idea of the magnitude of trash out there



Chollas Creek Discharge — Trash Boom
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•waterway cleanups (beach, coastal, inland)

•part of International Coastal Cleanup
(facilitated by The Ocean Conservancy)

•volunteers record debris types & counts on 
data cards or phone app

•The Ocean Conservancy compiles, analyzes, 
& tracks the data

California 
Coastal 
Commission

…and local municipalities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
International Coastal Cleanup (3rd Saturday of September)network of coordinators in >100 countries & most U.S. states



Ocean Conservancy - “Clean Swell” app

http://archive.coastalcleanupdata.org/datacollection
/index.php?event=locationDashboard&

Presenter
Presentation Notes
in the past, volunteers have been asked to fill out “Data Cards” (now there’s an app)allows you to tally (by pressing "buttons" on-screen) the various types of items you find, and even take photographsestimates the weight of trash collected by the number of each type of item tallieduses the mobile phone's GPS to determine starting and ending locationskeeps track of start and end times for the user's trash collection effortdistance covered is based on start and finish locations (but not sure if as crow flies, or actually following the user’s path)can manually add the number of ppl in the group, the group name, and the type of location (land, underwater...) where the collection took place



Coastal Cleanup Day Results: 
Chronically Most Commonly Encountered Items

Presenter
Presentation Notes
County Ordinances: Bookmark SEC. 41.118.5.  SMOKING.It shall be unlawful for any person in a County park to carry a lighted pipe, cigar, or cigarette; to use an electronic smoking device or other smoking device, containing tobacco or any other substance; or to light, smoke, activate, or in any way use a pipe, cigar, cigarette, or electronic smoking device or other smoking device, containing tobacco or any other substance. (the Port and other Bay municipalities also seem to have ordinances against smoking within parks/beaches)



Coastal Cleanup Day, 2013+
Percentage-of-Counts Results

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Point out the all the percentages are pretty small.Hot spots for hygiene: Chollas at 54th St. & Chollas Pkwy and Switzer Canyon just each of BalboaShows that even the rather coarse and un-standardized-effort count data that can be collected by a mass of volunteers can provide some information about sources (fishing and hygiene patterns both make sense), and thus allows for some interpretation, for relatively little costRemember to point things out for color-blind audience members



Recap: Insights from Monitoring Efforts to Date
Candidate hotspots in/around Bay  where to focus cleanup/prevention 
efforts and/or plan future targeted monitoring

Best units of measure 
may depend upon 
habitat type

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just about all the efforts provide suggestions for hotspots, and there is congruence among studies, where possible



Pros/cons of varying levels of standardization & effort:
• crowd-sourced data (volunteers) is generally coarse, but can be useful
• rapid surveys can be almost as informative as more detailed/costly ones

Recap: Insights from Monitoring Efforts to Date



Insights into sources:
• classifying trash suggests origin  helps with strategizing for source control
• strategic timing and/or siting of sampling spots can reveal trash movement via water

Recap: Insights from Monitoring Efforts to Date



We saw what probability data look 
like, for trash in different habitats... 
some food for thought:

Recap: Insights from Monitoring Efforts to Date

• Is this the best approach for REC-2, or 
is targeted better?

• What about ecosystem health? 
• is it worth including micro-debris, too 

(especially for wildlife)?



Quick Note on The Trash Amendments
• statewide Ocean Plan & ISWEBE Plan - April 2015
• discharge prohibition:

“The discharge of trash to surface waters of the State or the 
deposition of trash where it may be discharged into surface waters 

of the State is prohibited.”
• narrative water quality standard for trash, all state waters:

“Trash shall not be present in [state] waters, along shorelines or 
adjacent areas in amounts that adversely affect beneficial uses or 

cause nuisance.”
• monitoring requirement contingency ( further impetus for 

unified monitoring)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In June, an Investigative Order was issued to inform co-permittees about the trash amendments and that the R9 SW permits would be amended next round (2018) to include them. For now, they have until 5 September (3 months from IO date) to let R9 know whether they’ll take Track 1 or 2 (and larger municipalities will probably choose 2), See Gayleen’s email. No objectives on the horizon. Compliance determined based on whether Track 1 or Track 2 has been implemented (and based on monitoring results in the case of Track 2)ISWEBE: Inland Surface Waters, Enclosed Bays, and EstuariesStatewide, 73 water bodies are listed for trash or debris impairments. Based on lessons learned in Los Angeles and the San Francisco Bay Area, California adopted a statewide policy to address trash uniformly in areas without trash TMDLs and/ or permits. Unlike Track 1, MS4 permittees that elect to comply with Track 2 are required to develop and implement monitoring plans that demonstrate the effectiveness of trash-reduction strategies (e.g., multi-benefit projects, other treatment controls, and/or institutional controls) and whether these strategies are as effective as FCS (i.e. full capture equivalency). Each year, monitoring reports must be submitted to the relevant permitting authority for review. Monitoring reports shall also include the GIS-mapped locations and drainage area served for each of the full capture systems and other trash-reduction strategies installed or implemented by the permittee. One incentive to encourage the implementation of FCS is that Track 2 permittees that implement a combination of FCS and other track 2 trash-reduction strategies are only required to monitor locations or areas where FCS were not implemented (e.g., locations where other Track 2 strategies were employed).



• experts develop a conceptual model 
to inform trash monitoring efforts 

• identify key unresolved issues/ 
tradeoffs

• articulate management questions into 
scientific monitoring questions

• provide recommendations for future 
field testing efforts

Trash Monitoring Workshop – April 2017
State Water Board & California Ocean Protection Council & Ocean Science Trust

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have a big challenge re: how best to monitor trash for the unified program, but luckily some resources now exist to help us plan/implement



New Trash Monitoring Webpage @ OPC

http://www.opc.ca.gov/programs-summary/land-based-impacts/trash-monitoring-projects/

http://www.opc.ca.gov/programs-summary/land-based-impacts/trash-monitoring-projects/


Workshop Report: Monitoring Considerations for Trash Amendments



Upcoming Project: 
Field Test & Validate Trash Monitoring Methods

R & D of trash monitoring methods to effectively implement the trash 
amendments:
• 3 years
• Goal: develop, validate, & field test scientific trash monitoring methods in 

water and stormwater channels
• Convene technical advisory committee 
• Field test ~4 methods to monitor trash in receiving waters
• Communicate with stakeholders & provide opportunity for co-permittees to learn how 

to effectively monitor receiving waters

• Stakeholder meeting — Fall 2017
• Contact: Holly Wyer, Program Manager @ OPC 

(Holly.Wyer@resources.ca.gov)

mailto:Holly.Wyer@resources.ca.gov


Next Steps
• complete REC-2 status sheet for SD Bay (provide data-

sharers opportunity to review 1st; October ’17)
• finish preparing supporting documentation about 

analysis (December ’17)
• convene stakeholders to plan unified monitoring



Wanna talk trash?
~~~

Betty Fetscher
betty.fetscher@waterboards.ca.gov

619.521.3358
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Enterococcus – Wet Season [OCTOBER 1 – APRIL 30]
Single Sample Maximum and 30-Day Geometric Mean Results
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Key to Sampling Stations:
1 - Kellogg Beach
2 - Shelter Island Shoreline Park 
3 - Spanish Landing Park 
4 - Coronado Tidelands Park 
5 - Glorietta Bay Park 
6 - Bayside Park



Dry Season Results
MAY 1, 2014 – SEPTEMBER 30, 2014
MAY 1, 2015 – SEPTEMBER 30, 2015 

Wet Season Results
OCTOBER 1, 2014 – APRIL 30, 2015
OCTOBER 1, 2015 – APRIL 30, 2016
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Legend

Shorelines

Docks, Piers, 
and Wharfs

Key Areas for Fish and Shellfish Consumption
Key areas are locations within or along the 
Bay that are intensively used and/or are 
particularly important for a key use.





Trash Implementation Plan Requirements

• Track 1: Permittees install, operate, and maintain a network of certified Full 
Capture Systems (FCS) to capture trash in the storm drains, located in 
priority land use areas for municipal systems, and the entire facility for 
industrial and commercial permit holders

• Track 2: Permittees install, operate, and maintain any combination of 
controls (structural and/or institutional) anywhere in their jurisdiction as long 
as they can demonstrate that their system performs as well as Track 1 (e.g., 
Full Capture System Equivalency)

Compliance may be demonstrated through either:

Permittees shall also demonstrate interim milestones, such as average load 
reductions of 10% per year or other progress to full implementation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Priority land use (i.e., high trash-generating) areas include:1) high-density residential areas (10+ dwelling/acre), 2) industrial and commercially-zoned land, 3) mixed urban, 4) public transit corridors, 5) on- and off- ramps in high trash areas, and 6) rest areas and park-and-ridesThe statewide policy also allows local regulators the option to require trash controls for non-point sources of trash, such as heavily used campgrounds, picnic areas, beaches and marinas. This approach is more efficient since it doesn't require a TMDL for each water body, which can be time consuming and expensive. It does require immediate action for controlling stormwater sources of trash, which are the main transport pathway.Institutional controls that may be implemented under Track 2 include non-structural best management practices such as street sweeping, sidewalk trash bind (BINS?) and collection, anti-litter educational programs,producer take-back for packaging, and ordinances. Other strategies include, but are not limited to, litter booms and curtains, auto-retractable curb inlet screens, and pump station racks.Statewide, 73 water bodies are listed for trash or debris impairments. Based on lessons learned in Los Angeles and the San Francisco Bay Area, California adopted a statewide policy to address trash uniformly in areas without trash TMDLs and/ or permits. 



From Suplee et al. 2009

Knowing when we’ve achieved REC-2 
may require identifying “acceptable” 
amounts of trash, as was done with 
algae in Montana

Determining Attainment of REC-2 Vis-à-vis Trash

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Idea: Maybe also establish key area photo stations (with app) for tracking of hot spots/informative sites (have citizens provide data)
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